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Why choose Kütchenhaus?
As the largest retailer of quality German engineered kitchens in the UK, we
deliver rigid pre-built luxury kitchens manufactured in Germany at direct from
the factory prices. View your dream kitchen in the luxurious surroundings of
the largest kitchen showrooms in the UK.

Visit our website or showroom
6, The Baytree Shopping Centre, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4BX
German Kitchens Limited (01910199) is an appointed representative of Kutchenhaus Ltd, Unit 704 Kings Park, Severnside Trading Estate, Textilose Road, Trafford Park, Manchester, M17 1WA.
(Register no. 05012625) is a credit broker and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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l Full installation service or supply only

l 12 months ‘buy now’ and ‘pay later’ option
l Kitchens designed and built to order

BUY NOW
PAY 2021

l Free in-showroom design consultation

10% Deposit Only
*Terms & Conditions apply

l Trade enquiries welcome

01277 204447

www.kütchenhaus.co.uk
Credit provided by Hitachi Personal Finance, a trading style of Hitachi Capital (UK) PLC, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Register no. 704348).
Credit is subject to status and affordability. Terms and Conditions apply.
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Editor’s
notes...
Hello and welcome to
this month’s edition of
VISION Rayleigh.
We continue to ride the
choppy waves of 2020
that have been riddled
with restrictions and
unprecedented times. We
or
Edit
Nik Allen,
know things are still far
from normal, so it’s never been a better time
to check in with our friends and family.
I had a chat with a friend recently who said
he hadn’t spoken to his brother for years and
couldn’t really remember why, to which I replied,
“Life’s too short to hold grudges or have any
negativity with anyone, whether they did you
wrong or not. Be the bigger person and just pick
up the phone and give them a call. You never know,
they may need you now more than ever.”
I’ve had this too, over the years. Relationships
I’ve had with friends just become distant and we
blame life for getting in the way - usually work or
starting a family being the excuse.
But although it’s harder to meet face to face at
present, we are in a world now where it’s never been
easier to get in touch by phone, text, FaceTime or
social media.
Just pick up the phone and say, “How are you?” You
never know, it might be the call you and they both
need more than ever.
Have you got a story for our Local News section?
Please don’t hesitate to get in touch. Email us at
rayleigh@visionmag.co.uk
I hope you enjoy this month’s edition.

CONTRIBUTORS | Tabatha Fabray, Dean Shaw, Ruby Ward
At the time of print all content in Vision was relevant and up to date
according to COVID-19 government guidelines

Nik

To advertise call Nik on 01268 955027
WORDLADDER: KICK, TICK, TACK, TALK, TALL, BALL
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You’re the voice
AS SIR CLIFF

RICHARD OBE PASSES 80, HIS STAR IS STILL CHARTING HIGH
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et’s begin with a stat: for a long while, Sir Cliff held the record for scoring number one songs in
consecutive decades in the UK. He’d hit the top spot twice in the 1950s and on seven occasions in the
1960s. The following decade he left it late, with We Don’t Talk Anymore his solitary chart-topper in the
summer of 1979.
Reinventing himself for the 1980s, spoof track Living Doll hit the heights in 1985, followed by Mistletoe and
Wine in 1988; before Saviour’s Day in 1990 and The Millennium Prayer in 1999 ensured he preserved a most
unique chart first.
“I became aware of the run back in the 1970s but it was never an intention to churn out tracks just to keep
it going,” he says. “I think if you focus too much on that it becomes a bit of a vanity project and you’re losing
sight of the music itself; but while it went on, it was fun.”
These days, the charts aren’t for the likes of Sir Cliff. In 2020, they are almost solely the domain of
youngsters, both in terms of the record-buying public and the artists themselves.
“Obviously the internet has created major change in the record industry and revised entirely how everything
operates.
“It’s a shame the charts don’t represent the excitement of old when new releases would move around and
we’d all follow their progress at home on our radios. I know a lot of people are sentimental about the change
that’s happened, but as long as people are out there making good music, that should be enough.”

‘ You work hard, you do your best, and you just want
some peace; and that’s all I wanted ’
For Sir Cliff these days, new music often takes the form of festive tracks.
“I have inadvertently built a reputation for putting Christmas music out there,” he admits. “It really all started
with Mistletoe and Wine.
“Do I mind the association? Of course not – it’s such a magical time of the year.”
Of course, recognition solely as a musician does a disservice to so many other things Sir Cliff has become
renowned for in a celebrated career that began way back in 1958 as lead singer of British group The
Drifters. As his pop career exploded, film roles also came his way (famously in Summer Holiday) and,
beyond that, a passion for wider showbiz projects, faith, philanthropy and a clean-living bachelor lifestyle,
even though he came close to marrying on more than one occasion (notably to former British tennis
number one Sue Barker).
A proud, kind-hearted and sincere exemplar of a golden age of British entertainment, Sir Cliff found
himself in the news for the wrong reasons in 2014 when the darkness surrounding Operation Yewtree
began enveloping a number of well-known names.
Almost immediately it became clear that there was no story to be had, and he successfully went on
to sue South Yorkshire Police and the BBC for their parts in the media pursuit that followed.
“You know, you get to the point, especially after all these years, where you just want a quiet life,”
he says. “You work hard, you do your best, and you just want some peace; and that’s all I wanted.”
Whether Sir Cliff gets peace as he passes 80 is unclear. In socially distancing terms, he will, but as
a worldwide base of adoring fans continues to follow his every move, it’s clear this is someone who
will stay in our admiring consciousness for quite some time yet.
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THE

W RLD AROUND US
Part 1

In the first of a new four-part environmental series, we look at the key drivers in
the health and well-being of the planet. In this issue, it’s animal life, and in particular, the humble cow.

I

t’s not easy being a cow. While farmers are
eyeing you up for a trip to the abattoir, those on
both sides of the eco debate are ready to slap the
blame tag on a little embarrassing flatulence.
Scientists believe the average cow releases
between 70kg and 120kg of methane per year. A
greenhouse gas, like carbon dioxide and nitrous
oxide, methane forms a dangerous blanket around
the planet.
A molecule that lasts a decade, in real terms what
it contributes to the atmosphere can be equated to
little more than two cups of water inside a swimming
pool, yet its chemical shape is remarkably effective
at trapping heat, thus it has a big impact on how
much, and how quickly, the planet warms.
And with 1.5 billion cows on the planet, it’s clear
there’s real environmental interest in reducing the
emissions of these animals, who can also lay
claim to being the source of two-thirds of all

V8

ammonia in the atmosphere.
In 2019, an experiment in New Zealand saw cows
given a vaccine to rid them of certain gut microbes
responsible for producing methane. Further
development of this could drastically reduce
cows’ impact on the planet, while still allowing our
ravenous consumption of meat and dairy foods.
In the UK, farmers mainly use grass-based silage.
By changing to a maize compound, a one-tenth
drop in methane production could be achieved.
As ever, environmental aims must be balanced
with commercial sense. The UK agricultural industry
is worth £25billion per year, yet it’s clear lessfibrous diets, further vaccine research and other
subtle changes – such as introducing seaweed
and higher-quality constituents into the food mix
– can lead to more refined
systems… and less windy
livestock!
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V
HOME & DIY

T

he BBC
has never felt
pressure like it: a new
director general looking to shake things
up, accusations of political and social bias, and the
move to begin charging over-75s for TV licences – it
has left ‘Auntie’ scratching about for relevance in a
changing world where digital and premium channels
are taking our attention… and our money.
While the BBC remains one of our country’s finest
institutions, and excellent value for those who regularly
enjoy its diverse range of programming, there have
been recent moves to defund the organisation – a
Twitter campaign rapidly gained 100,000 followers
and continues to apply pressure across social media.
This has led to many looking at the criteria for paying
the licence; namely, whether you do indeed need to
pay the £157.50 annual charge (£53 for a black and
white TV). The answer is yes, if…
> … you watch or record live TV as it is being
transmitted, on any channel
V10
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The BBC TV licence –
do you need to pay?

> … you
watch or stream
programmes live on an
online service (such as ITV Hub, All 4,
YouTube, Amazon Prime Video, Sky Go, etc)
> … you download or watch programmes on iPlayer
And the above applies to use on any device, from
television to computer to games console.
The good news is that the BBC’s brilliant range of
national and regional radio is exempt.
If you believe you don’t need a licence, the process
for opting out is simple – simply declare to TV Licensing
via its website and cancel any direct debits. That will
stop what many describe as a barrage of threatening
letters. However, the onus is, of course, on you to
reapply for a licence if your watching habits change.
What’s clear is that in a changing world the BBC’s
stranglehold on compulsory payment may well be
coming to an end – even more so if Prime Minister
Boris Johnson’s move to decriminalise non-payment
continues to gather pace.
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Your perfect bespoke door

HOME & DIY

designed, supplied &
fitted from £850

D

be gone !

› Reputable, reliable family builder
› Rayleigh-based for over 50 years
› Exceptionally high standard

o you know your microfibre from your feather? Your
vacuum from your air compression? If not, you are
not alone. We too have been guilty of using whatever
fabric we have to hand to remove dust from our home, whether that
be a tea towel, a cloth or even an old pair of pants. However, using
the right duster for the job is vital if you want optimal results.

Set of Ali bi-fold doors
supplied & fitted for
only £900 per leaf

HOME IMPROVEMENTS LTD

Commonly associated with maids in stately homes, feather dusters
are best for cleaning delicate or expensive objects such as artwork,
figurines or jewellery.
Pros of feather dusters: Will not scratch surfaces, objects or furniture |
Offer non-invasive contact
Cons of feather dusters: Not the best at collecting dust | Unethical as
feathers are plucked from live animals

By attaching the dusting piece to your vacuum cleaner, you can
enjoy fast and effective cleaning of larger surface areas in your
home or to clean up after building work.
Pros of vacuum dusters: Ideal for concentrated areas
of dust and areas that are hard to reach | Dust can be
disposed of easily
Cons of vacuum dusters: Handheld vacuum dusters
are not very powerful | Can be expensive
This type of duster is used to remove dust from
electronics, plug holes and other small, inaccessible
areas. Perfect for dusting your keyboard if you are
working from home.
Pros of compressed air dusters: The best option
for all computer accessories, electronics and office
equipment
Cons of compressed air dusters: Can be
expensive
V12
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Call 01268 962527 / 07708940527
Visit dmdhomeimprovements.com

Photo credit: Keith Homan/Shutterstock.com, aliexpress.com

Becoming increasingly popular in recent years, microfibre dusters are great for
general cleaning and dusting wooden furniture, tile counters and any other hard
surfaces.
Pros of microfibre dusters: Excellent at picking up dust and dirt |
Hypoallergenic | Environmentally friendly and sustainable
Cons of microfibre dusters: We couldn’t find any!

For Windows – Doors – Bi-Folds – Garage Doors
in a huge range of styles, colours & designs

95%

MESS
DUST/

of workmanship

› Previous clients happy to recommend
› From repairs… to extensions
› Kitchens & bathrooms
› All electrical & plumbing work
Jack Rodwell
Mobile: 07939 409069/07990 968363
Office: 01268 778046
Email: jrodwell.builders@hotmail.com

FREE

17 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE
PAINTING & DECORATING INDUSTRY

VENETIAN PLASTERING l ON SITE UPVC RE-SPRAYING/COLOUR CHANGE
WALLPAPER HANGING l INTERNAL & EXTERNAL PAINTING & DECORATING
PLUS OTHER SPECIALIST FINISHES
01268 955 067 l www.essexsfinest.co.uk l Karl@essexsfinest.co.uk
schofield, son & daughter ltd
@paintingdecoratingspecialists
ViSIOn Rayleigh edition18 | to advertise call 01268 955027
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GAS ◆ PLUMBING ◆ HEATING
◆ All boilers serviced & repaired
◆ Condensing boilers & warm-air units
◆ All work undertaken including leaks,
upgrades & installations
◆ No call-out charge
◆ OAP discounts available
◆ Full public liability insurance
◆ Fully qualified engineers

N

S

taycate in style with these hip UK
hotels that offer inspiring interiors and
decadent designs. Choose from chic
and contemporary, rustic and rugged or something
a little bit quirky. Whatever your preference, you are
guaranteed to come away with your creative juices
flowing.

THE PIG-IN THE WALL, SOUTHAMPTON
With 12 unique bedrooms, deli-style dining and plenty of cosy
corners to relax and unwind in, THE PIG-in the wall is quite unlike
any hotel you have been to before. In terms of interior design,
enter with an open mind and take in the eclectic range of rooms
that boast original wooden beams, slanted ceilings and walk-in
monsoon showers.
STRATTONS, NORFOLK
If you hate generic hotels, you will love Strattons. Located in a quiet
lane in a conservation area within the town, this family-friendly
hotel prides itself on offering luxury, comfort and inspiring interior
design. With 14 individual rooms, expect open fires, original
period features, a free-standing bath at the foot of the bed and
even mermaid mosaic.
CRAZY BEAR, BEACONSFIELD
Flamboyant and luxurious, Crazy Bear combines dramatic
architecture with never before seen features such as the copper bath
that is filled directly from the ceiling. Perfect for leather lovers, more than
50 different types were used to create its unique atmosphere, with leather
featuring on the upholstery, walls, ceiling and even the doors.
ViSIOn Rayleigh edition18 | to advertise call 01268 955027

A PROFESSIONAL FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS
HONEST & RELIABLE
OVER 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
From a tap washer to a full heating system, call

01268 286 805

email: hammondandsons@hotmail.co.uk

www.hammondandsons.co.uk

Photo credit: artistresidence.co.uk, thepighotel.com, strattonshotel.com, crazybeargroup.co.uk

ARTIST RESIDENCE, LONDON
Based in the diverse Pimlico area, this unconventional hotel mixes
vintage chic with a modern twist. Ideal for those who want a bit
of luxury, enjoy its stunning roll-top baths and tin ceiling tiles. It
is owned by stylish couple Charlotte and Justin Salisbury, who
also have three other hotels which can be found in Cornwall,
Brighton and the Cotswolds, with another in Bristol opening in
November.
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Your local stairlift specialist
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Straight Stairlifts
Curved Stairlifts
Rental Stairlifts
New & Used
Servicing & Repairs
Home Lifts

For friendly, personal service telephone:

01268 550173
01708 369062
01206 231568
Email: sales@essexstairlifts.co.uk

www.essexstairlifts.co.uk

Support local

businesses
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
AND SALES

We repair all makes and models
Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers
Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers
Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

New appliances in stock for
same day delivery & installation

Prices listed on our website

Call 01279 310793

Or Book Online
www.spindoctoruk.co.uk

Please let your local businesses know
that you saw them first in...Vision

ViSIOn Rayleigh edition18 | to advertise call 01268 955027
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HOME & DIY

Manufacturing l Installation l Restoration
l West One Wood Flooring and Carpets Ltd is a
specialist in the manufacturing, installation
and restoration of antique reclaimed and new
timber flooring
l We can supply and fit a variety of stunning
timber floors for domestic properties and
commercial projects
l Installation is by a skilled friendly professional
team who offer high quality service and aftercare
l Our flooring is competitively priced with
innovative solutions to suit your needs
l We now offer a more comprehensive range of
flooring including carpets and Karndean.
Stockists of

Call us on

01277 630837
07833 753501
07545 772070

www.westonewoodflooring.co.uk
Unit 3 Blackall Industrial Estate,
Hamberts Road,
South Woodham Ferrers
Essex CM3 5UW
V16
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PLASTIC BAGS

E

ven though you know you should take them
with you when you go shopping, somehow you
always seems to forget and come back with even
more plastic bags.
Fortunately, there are several other uses for these
non-biodegradable land fillers.
Protect your plants
If you worry about your delicate plants over winter,
you can easily protect them from frost by gently tying
a plastic bag around them. The bag will not only
safeguard them from the wind, but will also trap
warm air inside, ensuring their roots stay
insulated. Plastic bags can also be used to
protect your outdoor taps and your car’s
wing mirrors.
Make a skipping rope
Yes, this can be done. Simply cut off the
handles so you are left with just rectangles
and cut 12 long strips. Take six strips and
tape them together, then tape to the back
of a chair and start braiding. Repeat with
the second strip of six and then twist
the two braids together to create your

fantastic

skipping rope. Use duct tape to add handles.

Create a textured paint surface
If you are wanting to create a textured effect on your
walls, there is no need to buy any special paint. All you
need to do is cover a clean paint roller with a plastic
bag, roll it in your chosen colour and apply it to the
walls.
Stuff cushions
Instead of buying traditional stuffing when
your cushions start to look a little flat,
simply fill them with plastic bags for a
similar effect. This money-saving trick can
also work wonders for pet beds.
Other quick uses
> Line your bathroom bin
> Car sickness bags (check the bag
doesn’t have air holes)
> Parcel padding
> To prevent paintbrushes from drying out

Photo credit: alphapackaging.co.uk, childhoodlist.com, dengarden.com, craftystaci.com
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SAVE

15%
Minimum discount of

to all
staff
and any other
key workers*

Free survey for roof and room design
A wide range of lanterns
and skylights available
All roof lanterns have an
aluminium finish
All our skylights are compliant
with Building Regulations
Pilkington self-clean temperature
glass as standard
All structural works undertaken
by High-Tech
All internal works inclusive
of new electrics and lighting
A complete extension or conservatory
thermally efficient transformation

Roof lanterns look great inside and out
High-Tech Roofing have installed over 10,000 flat
roofs along with 1500 plus skylights and roof
lanterns. Every roof installed comes with a
LIFETIME guarantee. Let us, a company you can
trust, transform your extension or conservatory
into a stunning orangery style room.

All waterproofing products will have
our LIFETIME guarantee as standard

The Problem

The Solution

Brochure and free sample available on request

For a Free Quotation

Are you retired?
Possible savings
now available

Call: 01268 859602 www.flatroofs.net
*T&Cs apply. Please see our website for details on Key Worker Discounts.
Head Office: Linden House, 30 Linden Road, Benfleet, Essex SS7 4BA
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LOCAL NEWS

LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

Maximise your
natural light with
a beautiful skylight

Wolsey Park estate to

have extra 222 homes built
T

he huge new development at Wolsey Park in
Rayleigh is to be even bigger than planned.
The controversial development, which is currently
being built having started in May 2019, was already
set to have 500 homes, but now updated plans mean
that it has grown by almost 50 per cent to 722.
Some residents strongly opposed the original
proposal by Countryside Properties, with concerns
raised about its size, the subsequent impact on the
town and the amount of traffic it would cause.
The developer says that more than 1,800 people
have expressed an interest and that most of those

come from the local area, including Rayleigh.
The developer also says at least half of the huge site
will remain as open space.
A spokesman commented: “These updated plans
would provide the right mix of housing on site, thereby
benefiting younger families and first-time buyers in
particular, while protecting the parkland setting of
Wolsey Park.
“The new homes would also help to alleviate housing
pressures within the district by delivering muchneeded new homes on a site which is already being
developed.”

Traveller encampment finally moves on
A

traveller encampment finally moved on after
pitching up and staying in Rayleigh Leisure Centre
car park for almost two weeks last month.
Resident James Cox told Vision Rayleigh: “They
cause so much worry for local residents and always
leave a huge amount of rubbish and destruction.
“I know it’s difficult to stop sometimes but it is not
acceptable that they have been able to return twice.

If they think Rayleigh is an easy place to set up camp
then they will keep coming back.”
A spokesperson from Rochford District Council,
said: “The council has worked together with Essex
Police who monitored the site and Essex Countywide
Traveller Unit who, on behalf of the council, were
able to remove the travellers from this location in
accordance with the parameters of all due process.”

ViSIOn Rayleigh edition18 | to advertise call 01268 955027
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LOCAL NEWS

MARK FRANCOIS MP
O

ne of the most controversial issues in
Rayleigh over the last decade has been
the proposal by Countryside Properties, an
Essex-based developer, to build around 500
properties on the land between London Road
and Rawreth Lane. As a resident at that end
of Rayleigh, I should declare an interest in
mentioning this in my article.
On the one hand, we need more homes for people,
particularly those still living at home with their parents,
to live in. On the other hand, what are the effects of our
local infrastructure of yet more housing development
on already very busy roads and on public services that
are under pressure as it is?
In the end, as your local MP, I objected to
Countryside’s proposals, as I did not think they were
offering enough back to the community financially
(in what is known as a Section 106 agreement) to

compensate for the infrastructure pressures they were
likely to cause. Anyway, Rochford District Council
(RDC) eventually approved the application and the
houses are currently being built.
However, Countryside has now submitted a revised
planning application to cram another 222 houses
onto the same site, without, as far as I know anyway,
offering any specific increase in its Section 106
contributions. It is, though, apparently deleting two
originally proposed junior football pitches, partly to
make way for the additional houses.
We should call this out for what it is – greed. As
your local MP I will object again but, as I do not sit on
RDC’s planning committee, I do not have a vote on the
application either way. I just think it is a great shame
when property developers abuse local communities in
this way, particularly when they are headquartered in
our very own county.

Woman admits fraud offences

Photo credit: Jimj0will/
Shutterstock.com

A
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MARTIN ‘HANDY’ HOLMES

Member of Parliament for Rayleigh and Wickford

woman who conned elderly and vulnerable people out of
money in Rayleigh is due to be sentenced this month after
admitting fraud offences.
On several occasions in July and August this year, 38-yearold Nicola Collins stopped people in Rayleigh and Rochford,
claiming her car had broken down, and asked them for money
for petrol.
Many of the people Collins stopped were elderly or vulnerable.
Officers in Rayleigh investigated seven reports of this behaviour
and Collins, of Southend, was arrested on September 10.
She was later charged with seven counts of fraud by false
representation and eight counts of breaching a criminal behaviour
order (CBO).
She pleaded guilty to these charges at Basildon Magistrates’
Court on October 6 and is due to be sentenced at Southend
Magistrates’ Court on November 11.
Investigating officer, PC Leigh Stevenson, said: “I am absolutely
delighted that this individual has been caught and convicted.
“Targeting the vulnerable and elderly is despicable and Nicola
Collins preyed on their charity and good nature.
“Our priority is to protect people and keep vulnerable people
safe from crime, and Collins’ conviction will no doubt do that.”
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ALL INTERIOR &
EXTERIOR WORK
Plastering n Rendering n Fencing
Patios n Paving n Artificial Grass
Decking & General Jobs
Kitchen & Bathroom Installers

ANY JOB TAKEN ON,
BIG OR SMALL

CALL MARTIN ON
01268 955048 n 07796 008198
Visit us on

martinhandyholmes

GLAZINGLTD

QUALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
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Carpets Direct

V

NEWS FROM

Established
 FREE FITTING
25 years
 FREE home visits
 80% wool twist pile specialists

A

in’t Misbehavin’ and Shakin’ All Over in Rayleigh
in the 1960s...
The Crown Hall, which later became a bingo hall,
was at the rear of The Crown pub. Many famous
bands played at the Crown Hall. Shane Fenton (Alvin
Stardust) sang Five Foot Two and Eyes of Blue.
Mike Berry and the Outlaws (Tribute to Buddy Holly),
Tommy Bruce (Ain’t Misbehavin’), and Johnny Kidd
and the Pirates (Shakin’ All Over).
Local bands supported these artists. The
Sundowners were a local band whose drummer, Peter
Trout, still lives locally. Another local band supporting
the stars was The Paramounts. They later evolved into

Carpets • Vinyls • Laminates • Wood Flooring
We come to you in the comfort of your own home

WHY PAY MORE?
WE WILL MOVE YOUR FURNITURE & FREE
UPLIFT/REMOVAL OF YOUR OLD CARPET
CALL YOUR LOCAL AREA SPECIALIST

LOCAL NEWS

RAYLEIGH TOWN MUSEUM

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

Procol Harum (A Whiter Shade of Pale).
This was the era of the rockers and later the
Mods. Many believe the word ‘teenager’ was
first used in the late 1960s, but it is believed
that the first use of the word was in Popular
Science magazine in 1941. Bill Haley (Rock
around the Clock) coined the term ‘teenagers’
in 1957. Suddenly war babies raised on
rationing and the welfare state were overnight
reclassified as teenagers.
If you have any Rayleigh music posters, please
contact the museum chairman Mike Davies by
emailing chairman@rayleightownmuseum.co.uk

01268 955 061

Photo credit: Ruby Ward,
@theartoflondonn

www.carpets-direct.co.uk
Over 100 BRAND NEW Appliances in Stock
• Washing Machines
• Fridge Freezers
• Gas & Electric Cookers
• Dishwashers &
Tumble Dryers
• Built in Appliances

Delight as crossing made safer

FREE local delivery
within 5 mile radius

Call: 01268
745455

T

Over 100 BRAND NEW Appliances in Stock

CONNECTION SERVICES • REPAIR & DISPOSAL • DELIVERY • BEST PRICES IN TOWN

Call: 01268
745455

• Washing Machines
www.rayleighdomesticappliances.co.uk
• Fridge Freezers

RDA • 88 The Chase • Rayleigh • Essex • SS6 8RW
V22

• Gas & Electric Cookers
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he deputy leader of Rochford Council says she is
“delighted” that a dangerous crossing in Rayleigh
has been made safer.
The zebra crossing outside Sainsbury’s on Eastwood
Road now has traffic lights installed to help reduce the
chances of someone getting injured or worse.
It follows several incidents in the last three years
which have seen six people hit by cars.
The upgraded safer crossing followed a three-year
campaign by the deputy leader of Rochford Council,
councillor Cheryl Roe.
The concerns centred on the number of near misses,
but also the proximity of the supermarket, the crossing

and the alleyway from Wyburns Primary School.
The crossing has cost the highways department at
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council £150,000.
Cllr Roe told Vision Rayleigh: “I am delighted that
the crossing has finally been improved. It has been a
concern for several years with too many incidents and
near misses. The lighting and the markings weren’t
brilliant. They tried resurfacing it, but it’s such a busy
road, it just wore away again.
“Half a dozen people had been hit there in under
three years and there have been a lot of near misses.
Hopefully this will solve those problems.
“You can’t be putting a cost on someone’s life.”
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News from

LOCAL NEWS

Rayleigh Mill

7, Robert Way, Wickford, SS11 8DD
(Shotgate Industrial Estate)

C

OVID-19 restrictions have meant the
members of the club have not been able
to have their normal sociable Monday evening
dinner meetings since the end of March, and
the members have been discussing ways they
could get together in pleasant surroundings
that meet the COVID-19 guidelines.
With the reopening of golf clubs at the end of
June, the club seized the opportunity to stage a
couple of golf competitions – the Paul Wellman Trophy
on August 23 and the annual club Golf Championship
on September 21. Both competitions were held at
Three Rivers Golf and Country Club. John Culwick
came top of the field in the Paul Wellman Trophy, with
Andrew Shackleton and Martin Hodson sharing the
prize for the longest drive, John Cuthberson taking the
prize for nearest the pin and Chris Chorley taking the
prize for the top-scoring guest.
The Club Championship was won by Andrew
Shackleton. The runner-up was Martin Hodson, and
George Henson took the prize for the best guest. Rob
Kitchin won the longest drive and Jackie Wellman
took the prize for nearest the pin.
The competitions were a welcome opportunity
for the golfers among the members to get together,
enjoy a game of golf and a little bit of the usual club
camaraderie, all within the COVID-19 social distancing
restrictions.

01268 571799
See website for opening times

Traditional fitted wardrobes

Jackie Wellman’s unwanted bike collection continues
to go from strength to strength. Jackie and her fellow
Rayleigh Mill Rotarian helpers have now conducted six
collections and have collected 275 unwanted bicycles
that have been delivered to the Colchester-based
charity Re-Cycle. There they are refurbished and then
shipped to rural communities in Africa where they
completely change the quality of life of the recipients.
There is an ongoing need for these unwanted
bicycles. If the numbers justify another collection,
the Rotary Club of Rayleigh Mill will arrange more
collections in the New Year. If you have a bike that you
want to donate, please get in touch with the Rotary
Club of Rayleigh Mill at president@rayleighmillrotary.
org.uk

Town remembers Battle of Britain
R

ayleigh Town Museum has opened its doors for the first time since March.
The museum on the High Street had a visit from the chairman of Rochford
District Council (RDC), councillor Robin Dray, on October 2 to mark the occasion.
While museums have been able to open since July, Rayleigh Town Museum
opted to remain closed to ensure it was COVID secure, and to maintain the
safety of all visitors.
The museum first opened in 2016 and welcomed its 30,000th visitor in March,
just before the pandemic caused its doors to close.
Displaying a wide range of Rayleigh-related artefacts, from postcards to maps
and books, the museum is free to visit.
Cllr Robin Dray said: “The work that Mike Davies and other volunteers have
done during the pandemic to ensure that Rayleigh Town Museum is a safe
venue to visit is fantastic. As a resident of Rayleigh, and chairman of RDC, I feel
that it is important for us all to get to know a little bit more about the local history,
and the historic significance of Rayleigh.”
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Designer Bedrooms Ltd

THE ROTARY CLUB
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A local, family owned
and managed business
creating & installing bespoke
furniture since 1992

Whether your taste is traditional or contemporary,
with hinged or sliding doors, we have the perfect
solution for you…..
..…all made to measure in our factory at Wickford
and installed by our own skilled fitters.
Home Office/Studies

Loft rooms

Need some inspiration...? Then come and
wander around our showroom or take a look at
the many photos of completed work on our
website at:

www.designerbedrooms.co.uk

We promise you…
No Salesmen. No Gimmicks.
Just good honest advice from a long
established and trusted company.

Sliding
doors
Sliding
doors

Need a professional design...? Then call us to
arrange for a free no obligation home visit.
Want a quick quote...? Then pop into our
showroom with your plans.
10 Year
Guarantee
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DON’T JUST TAKE
OUR WORD FOR IT...

enterprises

REPAIRS AND LEATHER CLEANING

LIMITED

FABRIC AND LEATHER FURNITURE
REPAIRS CARRIED OUT IN YOUR HOME
Leather Repairs and Colour Restoration
Leather Cleaning and Conditioning
Cushion Padding Refurbished or Replaced
Open Seams Re-Sewn | Pet Damage | Repairs
Springs | Frames | Recliners

Tel: 07889 368706
www.mobileupholstery.co.uk
enquiries@mobileupholstery.co.uk

l

Tap Repairs & Replacements

l

Toilet ball valves, flush buttons & handles

l

Syphons repaired & replaced

l

Blockages

l

Ongoing building maintenance

l

No call out charge

THE

l

‘

All leaks & repairs
l

No job too small

01702
203 186
HOME

We are a Hockley based family run company

ho Are Coversure Brentwood?
e’re Coversure Brentwood, one of Essex’s leading
ndent insurance brokers. We opened in 2013
nce then have helped hundreds of residents and
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hat Can Coversure Brentwood
Call 01268 962 302
elp With?
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to book a free survey
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of
insurance
products,
it’d be
customer service everytime!
www.zenithshutters.com
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Having advertised in the magazine
for over a year I have had several new
enquiries that have been very lucrative
for my business.
I would recommend Vision to any business
looking for more customers in their local
area.
you for all your help. ecnarusnI naC
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Kirsty Gall
acher
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...A GOOD SPORT

F

rom fashion undergraduate to Sky Sports presenter, it was a curious career trajectory
for Kirsty Gallacher, who seemingly had the world of light entertainment at her feet.
That was, until a series of events knocked the Edinburgh-born beauty off track.
Her recent return to the limelight is tribute to the strength and perseverance of the
44-year-old, but also a marker for us all in these difficult times.

The die was cast relatively early for Kirsty, as the daughter of Scottish Ryder Cup
champion Bernard Gallacher, with a career in sport seeming the obvious choice. In
reality, however, the presenter endeavoured for the cut and thrust of fashion, even when,
still a youngster, the family upped sticks and moved to Wentworth to help her father’s
golfing ambitions.
Swapping Scotland for Surrey, Kirsty came to count Bruce Forsyth as a neighbour
when growing up. And with a golf star for a dad, she was hardly unfamiliar with largerthan-life personalities popping in for coffee.
“I think maybe there was a pressure for me to do something grand,” she begins, “but
for many years that wasn’t really me. I guess in the end I fell into it, but there was no
nepotism going on – I was just lucky.”
Kirsty recalls the time as a broadcaster with BSkyB when, having climbed to the
position of editorial assistant, there came the opportunity to do a screen test.
“I was horribly nervous, but I’ve always been of the mind that once you are offered
something you should always give it a try. Plus, back then, there was still a sense of
adversity from traditionalists who didn’t believe in women fronting sport, although that
has clearly changed now.”
Her time on Sky Sports News led to onward recognition as she went on to front shows
including Kirsty’s Home Videos, Kirsty and Phil and Soccer Extra.
So for someone so happy, it was perhaps surprising to see Kirsty’s light fade in the
midst of her father’s poor health, and a painful divorce to ex-rugby pro Paul Sampson,
her partner of 13 years, of which they were married for five.
“There were some tough things to process, though rather than take some time off
to regroup and look after my boys, I threw myself into work, into new ideas and new
projects.”
A stint doing Strictly Come Dancing saw Gallacher looking desperately thin, and when
a drink-driving incident saw her lose her driver’s licence for 18 months, the star had hit
a new low.
“It’s actually really interesting how just when you think you are calm and settled, the
carpet can be swept from beneath you,” she admits. “It was horrific at the time, truly
horrific – but at least now I can see that it was just a few life events colliding together. We
are human beings for our ability to ride the rough waves and emerge out the other side
stronger, and that’s what I’ve done.”
Her focus these days is on celebrating a return to the front line of presenting duties.
Her successful podcast, Stripped Back Sport, is back on our screens at prime time, and
even in a few short years she has witnessed a real evolution in television.
“As far as gender goes, it’s definitely played out on more of an equal footing now,” she
says. “Broadcasting has really undergone a fantastic change over the past 20 years and
British television remains the very best in the world. From a purely selfish perspective, it’s
so great to be back.”
Photo credit: Stephen Coke/Shutterstock
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NOVEMBER BIRTH FLOWER OF

DOWN HALL

THE MONTH

GARDEN SERVICES
THE ONE STOP
SHOP FOR
CHRISTMAS DECOR
& GIFTS
COURTSOFRAYLEIGH.CO.UK
/courtsofrayleigh
courts_of_rayleigh

F

What does this birth flower say about
your personality?
If your birth flower is the chrysanthemum, you are
said to be friendly, cheerful and loyal. Although at
times you may appear tough on the outside, you are
a compassionate person who is fiercely protective of
your loved ones.
V30

Tim Poulter

01268 785101
07761 958072

or those born in November,
your birth flower is the
cheerful chrysanthemum.
Often referred to as just “mums”,
these beautiful blooms have a
long and rich history. One of the
most popular autumn garden
flowers, chrysanthemums are
easy to grow and will come back
year after year.
What does the
chrysanthemum symbolise?
Native to Asia, the chrysanthemum is
considered by both Japan and China to be
an emblem of youth. The flower is also said
to help prevent grey hairs, and a single petal
placed at the bottom of a wine glass is believed to
aid longevity.
When presenting the chrysanthemum as a gift, the
colour you choose conveys a particular meaning:
A red or pink chrysanthemum means “I love you”
A white chrysanthemum symbolises innocence
and purity
A yellow chrysanthemum represents unrequited
love

For all local garden
maintenance – friendly
& professional

poplarvista@btinternet.com

How can I grow chrysanthemums?
If you love these vibrant flowers, you will be pleased
to hear that they are relatively easy to grow. They
thrive in moist but well-drained soil, so choose a
sheltered and sunny spot and add plenty of compost
or well-rotted manure. However, chrysanthemums
do tend to break at the base, so they will need
staking. Once they finish blooming in autumn, mulch
them with straw to protect them from frost.
Are chrysanthemums poisonous to
pets?
Unfortunately, chrysanthemums are toxic to pets,
and to cats, dogs and horses in particular. If your
animal does ingest the flower, they may experience
vomiting, skin inflammation and hyper-salivation.
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Creative, competitive, conscientious
PATIOS l DRIVEWAYS l FENCING l DECKING l PONDS
PLANTING l TURFING l CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE

l
l
l

I

City & Guilds trained
Free consultation and estimates
Fully insured

07500 870309
01277 284638
INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK
Rayleigh
Office:
01268
642896 / 07703 444244

ALL TREE WORKS
ALL
TREE WORK
UNDERTAKEN

Email: rjm4landscapes@gmail.com l www.rjmlandscapes.co.uk

UNDERTAKEN
PRUNING, THINNING,

REDUCTIONS,

CALL TODAY
FOR YOUR
NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE WITH NO
HIDDEN EXTRAS

ESSEX TOP RATED TREE SURGERY COMPANY 2017/2018 ON

Call today for your no
obligation, quote with
no hidden extras!

0750007500
870
309
870399
/ 01277 284638
www.essextreecareltd.co.uk
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FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
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07500 870309

01277 284638

t speaks volumes when someone who has
ascended the horticultural heights of Alan
Titchmarsh tips you to become the next big thing
in green-fingered greatness; though to her credit,
Frances Tophill hasn’t yet allowed the praise to go
to her head.
Tophill, a regular on Gardeners’ World, offers
a fresh, young, dare we say stylish take on the
earthy, sometimes grubby surrounds of our
lawns, beds and shrubbery. She is a presenter
who articulates and conveys a sense of calm,
with a modus operandi that is always to embrace
INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK
anything that comes her way. That is, after all, how
she got into gardening in the first place.
“I was 19 years old and desperate really
just to reach out and do anything. I’d
never given gardening a second thought,
nor did I know much about it, but I saw an
apprenticeship advertised and, when I read up
further, quickly fell in love with everything to do
with the outdoors.”
Frances’ energy on screen is infectious.
“My advice to people is just to get out there
and enjoy yourselves,” she says. “Get some dirt
under your fingernails, perhaps pull up some
weeds, or even just lie down on a lawn and soak
up what it feels like to be in a pure, green space.
“Our gardens are very different environments to our
local parks, and for the most part are private spaces
where we can create our own world. I think that’s what
excited me the most, and once I realised how much was there
and available, I never really looked back.”
That brand of enthusiasm and endless excitement has seen
her move to the top table of terrestrial gardening.
“I am the example of someone making it up as they go
along, and we all know that’s the secret to great gardening.”

ALL TREE WORKS
UNDERTAKEN
PRUNING, THINNING,
REDUCTIONS,
FELLING AND REMOVAL,
DEAD WOOD REMOVAL,
SITE CLEARANCE,
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Photo credit: Pinterest

ESSEX TOP RATED
TREE SURGERY COMPANY
2017/2018 ON

m FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
FELLING
ANDEXPERIENCE
REMOVAL,
35 YEARS
m OVER
DEAD m
WOOD
REMOVAL,
THINNING
m PRUNING
m REDUCTIONS
SITEREMOVAL
CLEARANCE,
m FELLING AND
m DEAD WOOD REMOVAL
HEDGE
MAINTENANCE,
m SITE CLEARANCE m HEDGE MAINTENANCE
FIREWOOD
SALES
SALES FULLY
INSURED
m FIREWOOD
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Frances
Tophill

RJM Landscapes of Rayleigh
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Nasty Niffs
HOW TO KEEP CATS (AND WHAT THEY
LEAVE BEHIND) OUT OF YOUR GARDEN

F

or those of us lucky enough to have an
English country garden, the greatest joy is
being surrounded by the many delights
of nature. However, some of the guests that
wander through our outdoor spaces are
prone to leaving smelly little surprises in their wake.
While there are chemical aids that can be used to
deter these funky felines, these natural alternatives
are equally effective…
SHARP OBJECTS: No one likes finding poo
in their flower beds, which is why you need to
make these secluded, cosy spots a little less
appealing to Felix. Egg shells, branches and
holly cuttings are a simple way to deter the
defecator, without disrupting your plants.

M P S Home & Garden Services

All your Home and
Garden needs

n Garden Maintenance n Patios, Decking & Fencing
n Kitchen & Bedroom Installations n Painting & Decorating

Martin Smith

MOTION-ACTIVATED SPRINKLERS: Cats
hate getting wet. Fact. And while this may not be
the cheapest option, it is incredibly effective and a
sure-fire way to protect your wildflowers from being
watered by other people’s pets.

n

Find me on

n

01268 955057
CRANE HIRE | CONTRACT LIFT
TRAINING | TRANSPORT

CERTAIN SCENTS: Cats have keen noses and a
natural dislike for some smells. Lavender, citrus and
mint are among these, which is ideal as lavender and
mint plants make glorious additions to your herb garden.
Alternatively, you could try simply spritzing these particular
fragrances about the place, though this requires constant
maintenance.
ULTRASONIC SOUNDS: Like a feline burglar alarm, these
motion-activated devices emit a high-pitched sound when
disrupted, which is very unpleasant to cats.
LION POO: Want to keep away the small cats? Then why not use the mighty power of the big cats? Fortunately,
this organic and efficient method of repellent doesn’t require you to trek around the Savannah with a pooper
scooper as it’s available as a natural fertiliser. And yes, it contains authentic lion whoopsies.
co.uk
se.
ro

oto
Ph
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0203 637 0242
info@emersoncranes.co.uk
www.emersoncranes.co.uk
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Return

TO YOUR ROOTS

part 2

A WORLD OF DELICIOUS GROCERIES

L

ast month we celebrated the carrot, praised the parsnip and tackled the turnip. Now it’s
time to explore the culinary delights of three more tasty and nutritious root vegetables.

Fredericks Farm Boxes are all about top
quality, ethically sourced groceries delivered
straight to your door.

BEETROOT
Instantly recognisable by its bright purple hue, the beetroot often gets a bad rap as some
believe that it tastes a little too much like the soil in which it is grown. However, it is worth
sampling for its health benefits alone, with this root vegetable being rich in antioxidant
and anti-inflammatory properties.
HOW TO STORE: Place beetroots in a perforated plastic bag in the vegetable drawer
of your fridge. Lifespan: 3 weeks.
HOW TO COOK: The most famous beetroot dish is borscht, an eastern European
winter warmer. Alternatively, roast in olive oil and cumin seeds.

We carefully select the best farms and small
artisan businesses in the UK.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE
Full of iron, potassium and vitamin B1, the Jerusalem artichoke is reported to be both
an aphrodisiac and a natural digestive. In season from November to March, choose
artichokes that are firm to touch and pale brown in colour.
HOW TO STORE: Keep in the fridge or in a cool, dark place. Lifespan: 1–2 weeks.
HOW TO COOK: Cook Jerusalem artichokes in the same way that you would a
potato or parsnip: roasted, sautéed, dipped in batter and fried or puréed into a soup.

SWEET POTATO
Seen as a healthier alternative to potatoes, this root vegetable contains iron, calcium,
selenium, vitamin A and C, plus it’s full of fibre.
HOW TO STORE: Avoid storing in the fridge as this will result in an unpleasant taste;
instead, place in a dry, well-ventilated container away from heat. Lifespan: 3–4 weeks.
HOW TO COOK: Although baking sweet potatoes will result in a richer taste, when
boiled they have a low glycaemic index (GI).
V36
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ON YOUR THIRD
SUBSCRIPTION BOX

Our produce includes free-range meat,
sustainably sourced fish, fruit, vegetables,
baked goods, dairy, wine, beer, drinks,
flowers, and lots more lovely stuff.
To celebrate our launch, we are offering
customers half price off their third
subscription box and a gift.
No more trips to supermarkets. Enjoy
everything from Fredericks Farm Boxes.

NEW, LOCAL AND RIGHT UP YOUR STREET!

CALL: 01268 955036
WWW.FREDERICKSFARMBOXES.CO.UK
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Olympic Sports

Authentic East End

Tarpot’s

Pie & Mash

Choice of liquor or gravy | Single Pie & Mash £5.50 | Double Pie & Mash £7.45
Extra Pie £2.75 | Extra Mash £1.50 | Extra Liquor £1.50
Three Sausages, Mash & Onions £6.50 | Cold Drinks £1.10 each
Minimum order £12.95 Delivery £2.00

To order please call 07307 854441

Delivered hot to your door within one hour

22a Shafers Centre, 677 High Rd, Tarpots, Benfleet SS7 5SF
Mon: Closed. Tues-Thurs 8.30-2.30pm Fri: 8.30-6.30pm | Sat: 8.30-7.45pm | Sun: 9.15-3.00pm

Complying with the Government COVID Guidelines

�,,LCBDelites
ESSEX ONLY CBD SHOP
ORDER
ONLINE 24/7
OR CALL TO ORDER: 01268 206204
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JUDO
ROWING
SAILING
SHOOTING
SWIMMING
TENNIS
VOLLEYBALL
WATER
POLO
WEIGHTLIFTING
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ARCHERY

HOCKEY

ATHLETICS

JUDO

BADMINTON

ROWING
Word
Ladder

did you know?

BOXING

uVatican City is the smallest
country in the
DIVING
world

EQUESTRIAN

uThe Gotthard Base Tunnel in Switzerland is
FENCING
the longest rail tunnel in the
world

Answers can be found on the Contents Page 4
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PUZZLES

PUZZLES & Trivia V

SAILING

SHOOTING
KICK
SWIMMING
TENNIS

THE AIM: Change the
word at the top of the
ladder one letter at a time
to make the word at the
bottom.

uE is the only vowel notFOOTBALL
used as the first
letter in a US state name GYMNASTICS

VOLLEYBALL

uRussia is the largest country
in the world
HANDBALL

WEIGHTLIFTING letter on each step to

WATER POLO

HOW TO: Change one

10% OFF WITH CODE: RAY10

uThe African continent has three deserts:
Sahara, Kalahari and Namib

CBD Olis I CBD Capsules I CBD Paste
CBD Hot and Cold Drinks I CBD Edibles
CBD Balms, Creams, Salves and Skincare
CBD Vape Juice 6 Carts I CBD Flowers 6 Pollen

uPeninsulas are surrounded by water on
three sides, for example Spain and Portugal

make a new word. By the
time you reach the end,
you should have created
the new word.

uAngel Falls in Venezuela is the world’s
largest uninterrupted waterfall

DO NOT rearrange the
order of the letters.

CBDELITES.COM
*Trustpilot

l'll'll'll'll'l

uCanberra is the capital city of Australia
uThe Trafalgar Square Christmas tree is
donated by Norway every year

BALL

TIP: There is usually
more than one way to
solve this puzzle.

Unit 27 I The Market I St Martin's Square I Essex SS14 lDX
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Are you getting enough

VITAMIN D?
A

fter enjoying an unseasonably warm and sunny spring and a pretty typical British summer,
people’s thoughts are now turning to the cold, and probably wet, winter ahead.
Yet have you thought about how you are going to get sufficient vitamin D into your body
during the months when sunlight is sparse?

Howyou
youfeel
feeltomorrow
tomorrow
How
How
you
feel
tomorrow
startswith
withchoosing
choosing
starts
starts
with
choosing
the right
righthospital
hospital
the
the
right
hospital

Why is vitamin D important?
Vitamin D helps to regulate the amount of calcium and phosphate in the body, both of which are needed
for maintaining healthy teeth, bones and muscles. It is also known for improving brain development and
reducing inflammation.
A vitamin D deficiency can lead to a loss of bone density which makes you more prone to fractures and
osteoporosis. In children, it can cause rickets.
How much sunlight do I need to get sufficient vitamin D?
The main source of vitamin D for our bodies is the sun, yet in winter in the UK we do not get sufficient
sunlight to meet our daily requirement of this vital vitamin. In the summer months, a mere 15 minutes of
sun at midday is enough exposure, although people with darker skin, such as those of African or South
Asian origin, may require a little longer.
How can I get more vitamin D during winter?
Fortunately, there are several good food sources that can ensure you get
sufficient vitamin D during the winter months, including:
Salmon | Tuna | Mackerel | Eggs | Vitamin D fortified foods such as
cows’ milk | Cheese
How can I get enough vitamin D if I am vegan or vegetarian?
If you do not eat meat, fish or any animal products, you can still get enough
vitamin D in your diet. Make sure you focus on
eating fortified breakfast cereals, tofu and
mushrooms and drinking orange juice and
almond milk.

At Nuffield Health hospitals, we put your safety
AtNuffield
NuffieldHealth
Healthhospitals,
hospitals,we
weput
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yoursafety
safety
At
At
Nuffield
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your
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first in a COVID-19 secure environment. We have
firstin
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secureenvironment.
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first
have
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How you feel tomorrow starts today.
How
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starts
today.
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FLAWLESS

Invisalign
Smile Month

W

ith the Christmas party season fast approaching, even if this
year it is looking to be a bit more virtually festive, what better
time to learn how to create the perfect eyeliner flick? Especially
as your eyes are the one part of your face that is not covered by a mask!

THE NATURAL FLICK – Best for all eye shapes
Ideal for those who want an understated look, the natural flick should be subtle and
slightly smudged. It is best created using a pencil eyeliner.
THE ALL-AROUND FLICK – Best for upturned or hooded eyes

12th October to 6th November

Slightly more dramatic and perfect for an evening occasion, as the name
suggests, this flick goes all around your eyes. Best achieved with a pencil
eyeliner.

THE LONG FLICK – Best for small eyes

If you are wanting to look elegant, yet edgy, this long line flick is the
look for you. Best for those who feel confident in their flicking abilities.
Use a precise gel liner.

THE FISHTAIL FLICK – Best for round eyes

A more futuristic flick, this look requires clean and precise lines, so you need
to bring your make-up-applying A game. Opt for a skinny gel liner and practise
until perfect.

Results you can see, braces you can’t
Call Bupa Dental Care Rayleigh on

THE REVERSE FLICK – Best for almond eyes

01268 859 530
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TOP TIPS FOR ACHIEVING THE PERFECT FLICK
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*Terms and conditions: 1. A slot during the Free Smile Assessment Month is only valid at Bupa Dental Care Rayleigh for patients who
book and attend a free Invisalign video consultation between 12/10/2020 and 06/11/2020. 2. Video consultations are free. 3. A
consultation in-practice is free of professional charges but a COVID-19 safety tariff will apply. 4. Patients must be aged 18 years or over.
†1. A free video consultation is not a clinical diagnostic tool, its function is to support the discussion of treatment options and
suitability. Subsequent clinical examinations, diagnostic tests and any associated costs will be discussed prior to treatment
commencing. 2. Consultations subject to availability.
Bupa Dental Care is a trading name of Oasis Healthcare Limited. Registered number: 03257078.
Registered office: Bupa Dental Care, Vantage Office Park, Old Gloucester Road, Hambrook, Bristol, United Kingdom, BS16 1GW
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aybelline.co.uk

Who says that the perfect flick has to be on the top of your eyes? Become
an exotic goddess with a reverse flick that is subtle, yet seriously sexy.
Make sure you add lashings of mascara to your top eyelashes to avoid
looking tired.
Use a hairpin for more precision | Create a dot sequence if you struggle
to draw a fluid line | Use a magnifying mirror | Prime oily eyelids first |
Use a combination of pencil and liquid liners | Be bold with colour – blue
eyes suit greens and brown eyes look great with navy.

Free
cons video
ultat
ions
†
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BOUNCE BACK DEALS
Jeans rrp £29.99 NOW £20.00
Chino Trousers rrp £39.99 NOW £20.00
100s Check Shrits rrp £39.99 NOW £20.00
100s Polo Shirts rrp £34.99 NOW £15.00

ANY THREE FOR JUST £50.00
LIMITED STOCKS
Current opening times
10am to 4pm Tuesday to Saturday

206 Moulsham Street, Chelmsford CM2 0LG

01245 356057

LOTS OF OTHER DEALS
IN STORE
DON’T MISS OUT
Spot the difference in this advert for an extra discount

Your hair
needs us

ViSIOn Rayleigh edition18 | to advertise call 01268 955027

Suede & Leather
The first thing you should do if you buy a pair of leather
or suede shoes is to treat them with a specialised
spray protector, as this will help preserve them for
longer.
In terms of cleaning, suede should be
gently brushed with a suede brush
to remove any dirt or dust without
damaging it.
Leather is best cleaned with
shoe polish as this will not only
clean but also moisturise it,
which helps to lengthen
the lifespan of the shoes.
If your leather shoes get
caught in the rain, place them
upside down on dry paper (not
newspaper) and leave to dry naturally.

Trainers
Some trainers can be washed in the washing
machine, although always check their label
before doing so. It can be a good idea to
place your trainers in a pillow case before
washing and to wash them with a few towels
to avoid your footwear banging around and
becoming damaged. Liquid detergent is preferable as
powder can get stuck in your trainers.

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
01268 772575
70a High Street, Rayleigh, SS6 7EA
V44

W

hether you live in your trusty
trainers or you favour a more
sophisticated leather shoe,
caring for your chosen footwear can be a bit of
a nightmare. Fortunately, we are here to help.

Canvas & Fabric
Slightly easier to take care of, most canvas
shoes can be washed in the washing machine,
although be sure to let them air dry and never place
them in the tumble dryer as this will ruin their shape. If
there is only one spot of dirt on your fabric or canvas
shoes, simply brush it off with a toothbrush or wash
with a sponge dipped in soapy water.

Wash, Cut & Blow Dry
Wet Cut | Dry Cut
Clipper Cut
Hair Up | Highlighting
Re-growth & Re-fresh
Colour Bath | Perming
Hair Extensions

@toppershairstudiorayleigh

Shoe
care

V
FA S H I O N
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1X

LARGER 1
GENTS XL - 8X
L
CLOTHING

XL
-8

@toppers_hair

Signs your shoe soles need replacing
> The centre of your soles feel weak or spongy
> They start to feel thinner in some areas
> You notice a circle emerging
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The Largest Jewellers & Pawnbrokers in Rayleigh
Bespoke items made to order
Engraving, Repairs & Re-stringing services
Pre-owned Jewellery & Watches

Telephone: 01268 779002 r www.stuartsofrayleigh.co.uk
124-126 High St, Rayleigh, SS6 7BY
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BUSINESS & PROPERTY

Top Class Gold & Silver, Jewellery,
Clocks & Watches Bought & Sold

T

o the uninitiated, SEO, or
search engine optimisation,
can seem like a daunting
task, and enlisting the services of
a professional can be expensive.
However, there is no reason why
you can’t learn to master the art of
SEO yourself.
SEARCH FOR KEY WORDS
The foundation of any SEO campaign, keywords
are ideas and terms that describe what your
content is about and they are designed to help
increase your visibility online. You can come up
with the right keywords for your business by:
> Brainstorming with your team
> Checking out your competitors’ sites
> Using Google Ads Keyword Planner

OPTIMISE YOUR PAGE CONTENT
Your next step is to add your keywords to your
website text. These include your header tags (your
headings and subheadings) and the rest of the
text on the page. Again, try to do this in as natural
a way as possible and don’t overstuff your content
with keywords as both Google and searchers are
put off by this technique.

OPTIMISE YOUR TITLES AND META
DESCRIPTIONS
This is where it gets a little bit more technical.
Once you have your list of keywords, you need to
optimise your page titles using these keywords in
as natural a way as possible. Page titles and meta
descriptions are shown in search engine results
and therefore these need to clearly convey what
each page is about. You can optimise these via
your content management system or in your SEO
plug-in.

BUILD LINKS
If you want your site to get on that much-coveted
first page of Google, you need to focus on
getting high-quality backlinks, i.e. hyperlinks from
other websites to your own. There are several
techniques that you can use to build backlinks,
including:
> Be active on social media
> Write competitive content
> Create an infographic
> Write testimonials for other websites
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BUSINESS

The unexpected upturns coronaviurs brought about for small businesses

O

ne has to be careful with any mention of a
global pandemic in some way being good for
business. Clearly what enveloped the world
over the course of 2020 was a set of circumstances
and outcomes we would never want repeated, and
they carry on today. Yet while COVID-19 called time
on the legacy of thousands of businesses, for others
it has provided new vision, renewed focus and a
world of opportunity.
Most of these have come in the form of directors,
managers, sole traders and other decision-makers
having a rare opportunity to step back and reassess.
In the early days of the lockdown, so profound
were the circumstances around us and so urgent
was the need to strip back, downgrade and
economise, that businesses reverted to skeletal
structures just to survive.
So when the UK began to emerge out
of the famine of lockdown, many owners
realised they could survive on these new,

V48

low levels of efficiency. From reverting to four-day
weeks to cancelling direct debits for subscriptions,
software and other resources we actually didn’t use;
from encouraging working from home, embracing
tech such as video conferencing, right through to
enriching staff by asking them to adopt fresh ideas,
tackle wider tasks or embrace new skills in order to
get additional jobs done, there was a new take on
what we needed.
In total, we found that COVID-19 brought about a
need for transparency none of us could pull a curtain
across. Unequivocally, it changed our attitudes
towards everything from money to socialising to
personal space, but also altered our perception
of business – what it is, how we utilise it and,
in some cases, how little we need the bells,
whistles and fanfare. We are a simpler, more
efficient nation because of coronavirus, and
once we’re out of the woods that will surely
help us to flourish again.
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Recruiting now for careers in Account Management,
Recruiting
now for careers
in Account
Management,
Business
Development,
IT, Finance,
Marketing
and HR.
Recruiting
now for careers
in Account
Management,
Business Development, IT, Finance, Marketing and HR.
Business
Development,
IT, Finance,
Marketing
and HR.
Recruiting
now for careers
in Account
Management,
www.ground-control.co.uk/careers
Business
Development, IT, Finance, Marketing and HR.
www.ground-control.co.uk/careers
www.ground-control.co.uk/careers

www.ground-control.co.uk/careers
Join An Award Winning Company
Join
Company
JoinAn
AnAward
Award Winning
Winning Company

Join An Award Winning Company
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PARTEY IS AVER
A

rsenal’s decision to lay off club mascot Gunnersaurus on the
day they splashed £45million on midfielder Thomas Partey
has furthered the debate of just how connected our
Premier League sides are to the real world.
The decision to release the Gunners’ iconic mascot, who has been
parading around home games for 27 years, was announced at the
start of October. That meant lifelong fan Jerry Quy would have to
find something else to do on matchdays.
In the club’s defence, it was accepted that dressing as a
dinosaur and parading around the pitch in front of empty
stands was probably a waste of time; but Arsenal, just like
so many other clubs who have cut back in the wake of
coronavirus, have scored a spectacular own goal in their
failure to see the bigger picture.
From north London neighbours Tottenham Hotspur
to Premier League champions Liverpool, an insistence
on micromanaging rarely ends well when we are, as a
nation, looking for togetherness and unity as we are
during the time of this pandemic.
When players’ astronomical wages are paid in full
yet staff on the minimum wage are furloughed and,
in some cases, made redundant, you wonder if
the disconnect can ever be bridged.
When a 126-year-old club such as
Macclesfield Town, who played in the Football
League last season, are allowed to be wound
up for the sake of less than two weeks of
Arsenal midfielder Mesut Özil’s wages, surely
we’ve lost sight of the game.
Speaking of Özil, who hasn’t played
competitive football for the club in
seven months but continues to pick
up his full wage, the German did at
least begin to repair his reputation
with Gunners fans perennially
underwhelmed
by
his
energy and application, by
offering to front up
Gunnersaurus’s
wage himself.
It’s troubling that
a player has to make
that move, and that his employers cannot see that
abandoning the little man – or in this case,
dinosaur – is a PR faux
pas that becomes far
more costly.

Car Sales, MOT, Service, Repair & Tuning Garage

The Essex Land Rover Specialists
We offer Car Sales, Service & Repairs
for all Makes & Models

Call: 01702 474206

www.leighservicestation.co.uk
Email: sales@leighservicestation.co.uk | workshop@leighservicestation.co.uk

1647-1653 London Road, Leigh On Sea, Essex SS9 2SQ

Photo credit: Javier Garcia/
BPI/Shutterstock
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FAMILY GARAGE

Extending

4 WHEEL LASER
ALIGNMENT

MOT Centre, Wickford, Essex

LOOKING AFTER WICKFORD’S MOTORISTS FOR 30 YEARS
MoTs l Tyres l Servicing l All Repairs Large or Small
All Main Dealer Trained Mechanics inc. Citroen Specialist
Free Collection if needed l Free Estimates l Honest Advice
Absolutely no connection with the company in Shotgate

£20 OFF
4 NEW TYRES

www.quickfixgarage.com
(online prices & ordering)

on production of this advert

01268 767 300

£20 OFF FULL SERVICE
£10 OFF INTERMEDIATE
SERVICE inc. MOT

69 Runwell Road, Wickford, Essex SS11 7HL

Photo credit:
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What’s the furthest you can
go in an electric car without
recharging?

Tesla Model S

T

Toyota
Camr y LE
Photo credit: kas

akphoto/Shutters

tock.com

on production of this advert
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Hyundai Kona
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Jaguar
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he concept is great – cleaner, cheaper,
some may even say smoother driving.
Electric cars have given us a new way of
getting from A to B, but for many considering
investing in one of the greenest advancements
ever conceived, the need to recharge at such
regular intervals has been a major stumbling block.
And yet, improvements in technology have meant
the range of our electric vehicles is better than ever.
Take this year’s Tesla Model S, for instance. Elon
Musk’s pioneering vehicle brand is ripping up the
rule book and this shimmering, humming piece of
tarmac tech will take you 402 miles on a single
charge… that’s right up there with petrol and
diesel vehicles. The only downside is the £75,000
price tag.
And if you fancy a hybrid of electric and
traditional fuel, check out the 2018 Toyota
Camry LE. This will get you an almost mindboggling 689 miles – that’s the equivalent of
driving from London to Amsterdam… and back.
If you want to go for a purely electric car
without needing to remortgage the house – in
other words, steer clear of Teslas, who occupy
four of the top five positions for range, with their
X (351 miles), 3 (322 miles) and Y (316 miles)
models – then have a look at the Chevrolet Bolt
EV. You’ll be looking at around £30,000 for a
car that will take you well over 250 miles on one
charge.
Hyundai (the Kona Electric also hits 250 miles) and
Kia (the Niro Electric will take you 230 miles before
you plug in again) both represent good value, and
2018 models can be picked up second-hand for
around £15,000. For those seeking a bit more
status, there is of course the ever-popular Jaguar
I-PACE. Up to 300 miles in a car that balances
eco and image perfectly… what’s not to like?
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BEAUTY

FLOORING

KITCHENS

PLUMBING & HEATING

TOPPERS HAIR STUDIO
Wash, Cut & Blow Dry. Highlighting, Perming, Hair Extensions,
Colour Bath, Re-Growth, Re-Fresh. Call to book 01268
772575 | visit us at 70a High Street, Rayleigh, SS6 7EA

CARPETS DIRECT
Carpets, vinyls, laminates, wood flooring. Free fitting, free
home visits, 80% wool twist pile specialists. Call us on
01268 955061

KUTCHENHAUS
Largest retailer of quality German engineered kitchens in
the UK. Pre-built luxury kitchens at factory prices. 01277
204447 | www.kutchenhaus.co.uk

JOHN HUNTER HEATING
Plumbing, heating, gas engineers, inc. full bathroom
installations. All central heating work inc boiler service, repairs
and replaced. Call now on 01702 528487 | 07850 010990

BUILDER

WEST ONE WOOD FLOORING
Manufacturing, installation, restoration of antique, reclaimed
and new timber flooring. Unit 3, Blackall Industrial Estate,
Hamberts Road, South Woodham Ferrers, CM3 5UW

DREAM DOORS SOUTHEND
The UKs Number 1 kitchen makeover specialists. Est. 1999
Visit our shwowroom at 1741 London Road, Leigh-on-Sea,
SS9 2SW or call us 07894 714810

HAMMOND & SONS
Family run for 20+ yrs. Boilers serviced/repaired, condensing
boiler, warm-air units, all work undertaken inc leaks, upgrades,
installs, no call out charges, OAPS discounts. 01268 286805

CAR GARAGE
QUICK FIX FAMILY GARAGE
Mots, Tyres, Servcing, All repairs large or small, All main dealer
trained mechanics inc. Citroen Specialist, Free Collection.
01268 767300, 1 Runwell Road, Wickford, SS11 7BZ

JOIN THE
LISTINGS...

for just

£15

+VAT
per
month

LEIGH SERVICE STATION
MOT, Service, Repair, Tuning. Land Rover Specialists. All
makes & models. 01702 474206 | 1647-1653 London Road,
Leigh-on-Sea, SS9 2SQ | workshop@leighservicestation.co.uk

CLEANER
MOLLY MAID
Domestic cleaning experts, trained staff, 100% guaranteed,
fully insured, regular/occasional cleans, materials supplied.
01268 442023 | Margaret.king@mollymaid.co.uk

COUNSELLING & WELLBEING
CARA JAPON
Counsellor/Psychotherapist/Clinical Supervisor. Feel anxious,
stressed, low? Relationship issues? www.counsellingdirectory.org.uk/counsellors/cara-japon | 07379 578983

ESTATE AGENTS
ST GEORGE HOMES
Online and high street estate agency. Over 30 years of
experience in the local market. Call us on 01268 770728 |
visit us at Berry’s Arcade, High Street, Rayleigh, SS6 7EQ

FASHION
LARGER GENTS CLOTHING
1XL - 8XL sizes. Bounce back deals and lots of other offers.
Current opening times Tuesday - Saturday 10am to 4pm. 206
Moulsham Street, Chelmsford, CM2 0LG. 01245 356057

GARAGE DOORS
GAROLLA ROLLER SHUTTER DOORS
Thermally insulated electric garage doors, Great for space
saving, Kerb appeal & easy to use, No deposit, Pay on
completion, 18 Colours available. Call today 01277 800142

GARDENING
MPS HOME & GARDEN SERVICES
Garden Maintenance, Patios, Decking, Fencing. Painting &
Decorating. Kitchen & Bedroom Installations. Martin Smith
01268 955057
DOWN HALL GARDEN SERVICES
For all local garden maintenance, Friendly & Professional
Call Tim Poulter on 01268 785101 | 07761 958072

HANDYMAN
MARTIN ‘HANDY’ HOLMES
Interior/exterior work, patios/driveways, decking, tree work,
garden clearance, fencing, carpentry, interior/exterior painting,
all aspects of building/gardening work. 01268 955048

HEALTH & WELLBEING
NUFFIELD HEALTH BRENTWOOD HOSPITAL
Come and join us at our free hospital events please check our
page in the Health section of this edition for more information.
Spaces are limited call us on 01268 955035

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
DMD HOME IMPROVEMENTS
For Windows, Doors, Bi-Folds, Garage Doors in a huge range
of styles, colours and designs. Call 01268 962527 | 07708
940527

JEWELLERY & PAWNBROKERS
STUARTS
Top class gold & silver, jewellery, clocks/watches, bought &
sold. Bespoke, made to order. Engraving, repairs, re-stringing.
01268 779002 | 124–126 High Street, Rayleigh, SS6 7BY

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01268 955027 TODAY
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JOIN THE LISTINGS...
for just
per year

£180

+VAT

LANDSCAPING
RJM LANDSCAPES OF RAYLEIGH
Patios, driveways, fencing, decking, ponds, planting, turfing,
construction. City & Guilds trained. Free consultation/
estimates. Fully insured. 01268 642896 | 07703 444244

ROOFING
JIM BARR ROOFING
Exterior cleaning & maintenance. Gutters, Paving & UPVC;
cleaned, repaired & renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833
572459

WINDOWS & DOORS
A1 GLAZING SOLUTIONS
UPVC Window & Doors, Aluminium Window & Doors,
Conservatories, Bi-Fold Doors, Lantern Roofs & Skypods.
Call 01702 622875 | info@a1glazingsolutions.co.uk

!

JR BUILDERS & DEVELOPERS LTD
Rayleigh based for over 50 yrs, repairs, extensions, kitchens,
bathrooms, electrical/plumbing work. Contact Jack 07939
409069 | 07990 968363 | jrodwell.builders@hotmail.com

WANT TO APPEAR IN NEXT MONTH’S

VISION LISTINGS?

SIMPLY FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW AND RETURN IT TO BOOK YOUR SPACE:

Company name: ................................................................................................
Description (180 characters max including spaces):............................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
Telephone:................................... Email:............................................................
Payment option: Card
Direct Debit
Please return to:
Lifestyle Magazine Group Ltd, 55 Crown Street, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4BD or email rayleigh@visionmag.co.uk
*£180 +VAT for a 12 months plus agreement. Payments can be made monthly or upfront

DISCLAIMER: VISION does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION.

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01268 955027 TODAY
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Online and High Street Estate Agency
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